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SUMMARY

Electrochemical plating of Li metal on the graphite electrode is the
key limitation behind slow charging times of Li-ion batteries (LIBs) in
electric vehicles (EVs). Currently, electrochemical methods to detect
the onset of Li plating while a battery is fast charging are sparse. In
this study, we use operando electrochemical impedance spectros-
copy to reliably detect the onset of Li plating on graphite electrodes
in three-electrode LIBs. An increase in the graphite solid-electrolyte
interface (SEI) resistance indicates that Li plating has occurred. By
cross-validating with a highly sensitive ex situ chemical titration,
we determine that this technique can detect very small amounts of
plated Li (<0.6% of the graphite electrode’s capacity). We also offer
physical explanations for the observed impedance behavior. Finally,
we show that this technique can be applied to standard two-elec-
trode LIB systems, making the method an important step toward
safely implementing fast charging protocols for LIBs in EVs.

INTRODUCTION

Li-ion batteries are the industry standard for energy storage in devices in applica-

tions ranging from personal electronics to electric vehicles (EVs). To help broaden

the adoption and use of EVs, substantial research has focused on enabling ‘‘extreme

fast charging’’ (XFC),1 where charging times would be comparable to the time it

takes to fill a fuel tank. For example, the US Department of Energy has set a goal

to achieve a 200-mile charge in 10 min.2

However, understanding, and ultimately eliminating, unwanted Li plating on the

graphite anode currently prevents commercial adoption of XFC protocols.1,3,4 Dur-

ing charge, the lithium transition metal oxide cathode is oxidized, releasing Li+

ions into the electrolyte. The Li+ then transports through the non-aqueous electro-

lyte to the graphite anode. Once there, it is reduced and, ideally, intercalates be-

tween the graphene sheets of the graphite. The thermodynamic equilibrium po-

tential window within which LiC6 (lithiated graphite) forms is in the range of

approximately 1–100 mV versus Li/Li+, just slightly above the potential at which

Li metal formation can occur (Li metal formation is favorable below 0 V versus

Li/Li+).3 To drive high graphite lithiation rates, the requisite reduction overpoten-

tials are sufficiently large to drop the graphite operating potential below 0 V versus

Li/Li+, and hence, plating becomes thermodynamically possible. Beyond the ki-

netic surface overpotential, additional voltage drops due to Li+ concentration gra-

dients and ohmic losses in the electrolyte scale with applied current and can be

sizable at high rates.3,5
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s).
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Li plating can cause dangerous failure of the battery or, at a minimum, the loss of ca-

pacity over the lifetime of the battery. If enough Li plates, dendrites form on the

graphite surface. If these dendrites puncture the separator and make contact with

the cathode, the battery will short. This can release a tremendous amount of heat,

possibly igniting the flammable non-aqueous electrolyte, posing a serious safety

concern for XFC. Even if dendrites do not form, the plated Li can become electron-

ically isolated from the electrode through parasitic processes. Once this occurs, the

capacity of the battery has necessarily decreased.6,7 Plated Li can become delami-

nated from the graphite surface, lodged in the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer

on the graphite, or detached from a larger Li deposit that has partially chemically

intercalated into the graphite. This Li may also react with electrolyte, promoting

further battery degradation and reduced electrolyte performance.8

Currently, there is no electrochemicalmethod to reliably, and precisely, detect the onset

of Li plating during XFC, i.e., while the battery is charging.4,9 A few methods can detect

Li plating after XFC. If Li metal is present, a stripping plateau can be observed in the

discharge voltage profile of the graphite upon immediate discharge of the battery

(often referred to as the dQ/dV method). This plateau can be used to detect plated Li

if it has occurred, although it requires an appreciable amount of Li to be present on

the surface.10 Our prior work has shown that differential voltage analysis of cell poten-

tials at rest after XFC can reliably detect Li plating, but it necessarily requires analysis af-

ter charging during a 30-min rest period.7 To quantify Li plating, we have also devel-

oped a post mortem mass spectrometry titration technique to correlate hydrogen gas

evolved by the reaction of the species deposited on the graphite with acid to the

amount of plated Li and carbon dioxide produced to the amount of SEI on the surface.8

Li is also often visually observed upon post mortem analysis of fast charged graphite

electrodes.5,11 Although monitoring the potential of graphite is theoretically a viable

way to detect plating,5,12 it is not consistently reliable. A potentiostat or battery man-

agement system will measure the average potential of all the graphite particles with

which it is in contact. Particles closer to the separator will likely drop to a plating-favor-

able potential before those closest to the current collector. This means that plating may

be occurring before a total measured potential changewould indicate. Given the similar

potentials of lithiated graphite and metallic Li, as well as the similar chemical nature of

the two species, no technique to date has been able to detect the onset of Li plating on

graphite during fast charging, as discussedmore completely elsewhere.4,9 This includes

traditional impedance analysis, where changes in Nyquist or Bode plots have only been

reported during open circuit rest of the battery and not during charge,13–15 or the cell

resistance is otherwise calculated during brief pauses in cell charging.16

Instead, we propose to combine operando electrochemical impedance spectros-

copy (EIS), where impedance measurements are collected during fast charging,

with a method of impedance analysis called the distribution of relaxation times

(DRT), which shows improved process deconvolution over traditional equivalent cir-

cuit analysis of Nyquist or Bode plots. DRT is able to deconvolute signals based on

the time constants, t = the resistance multiplied by the capacitance, of individual

processes in the electrochemical system. For example, Figure 1 compares the

Nyquist (Figure 1A), imaginary impedance versus frequency (Figure 1B), and DRT

(Figure 1C) representations of a single operando impedance scan on a graphite elec-

trode undergoing a modest rate (2C) charge. For interfacial processes that behave

as parallel resistor-capacitor (RC) or resistor-constant phase element (RQ) circuit

elements with sufficiently different time constants, each process should show a

peak in the imaginary impedance versus frequency representation. In Figure 1B,

however, there is only one clear maximum, although the DRT in Figure 1C more
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021



Figure 1. Comparison of traditional impedance analyses to DRT

High-frequency (100 kHz–50 Hz) impedance gathered during a 2C charge of a graphite electrode in

a three-electrode cell.

(A) The Nyquist representation of the data, which shows one broad semi-circle.

(B) The imaginary impedance plotted versus the frequency of the data, which shows one broad

peak. RC/RQ-type processes show peaks in this representation.

(C) The DRT transform of the impedance data, which shows two clear peaks over the frequency

range measured. This indicates the presence of two physical processes that have similar time

constants.
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clearly indicates two peaks, meaning that there are two processes here with very

similar time constants. Without previous knowledge of the system, one may attempt

to fit these data many different ways, with various numbers of in-series RC circuit

elements. DRT allows us to develop more physically accurate model analyses for

graphite electrodes during fast charging.

The DRT has been used to evaluate the performance of solid oxide fuel cells,17 as

well as to deconvolute processes on graphite electrodes15,18–21 and for overcharged

LIB full cells.14 The time transformation of the transmission line impedance model, a

similar mathematical procedure to the DRT, has also been previously developed to

predict Li plating during relaxation after charging.22 Katzer and Danzer have also

used DRT to detect Li plating by monitoring the relaxation of the impedance after

charging. They show a very high sensitivity to Li plating, but it does require at least

a 15-min rest period after charging to accurately detect Li deposition.15

DRT analysis of EIS data is used here to detect the onset of Li plating during fast

charge, where the response of the system to the presence of plated Li can be

resolved. This is cross-validated with mass spectroscopy titration (MST) techniques,8

and it is found to have a high sensitivity to Li plating on graphite (<0.6% of graphite

capacity). Furthermore, we demonstrate the applicability of this technique to more

commercially relevant two-electrode full cells.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Graphite impedance response to Li plating

Tofirst determinewhether there is anyDRT response related toplating,wegatheredpo-

tentiostatic impedance 30 min into open-circuit voltage (OCV) relaxation (100 kHz to

50 mHz; 0 V versus OCV; 5 mV amplitude) after charging a battery to different states-

of-charge (SOCs) at a lowrate (C/5), including toSOCsabove the full lithiationofgraphite

to intentionally force Li plating on the graphite surface. We have confirmed that no Li

platingoccursduringaC/5 chargeprior to the full lithiation (370mAh/g) of thegraphite.8

Figure 2A shows the DRT analysis of the impedance spectra gathered after each SOC

shown. The peak just below 104 Hz is related to Li+ ion movement through the SEI.
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021 3



Figure 2. Graphite response to lithiation and plating after C/5 charges

(A) DRT spectra from potentiostatic impedance measurements of graphite at OCV after being charged at a C/5 rate to different SOCs in a graphite/

NMC532/AuLi three-electrode cell. Each line represents a different SOC, where ‘‘100%’’ is the capacity where all of the graphite is expected to be

lithiated (370 mAh/g).

(B) The resistance values from fitting an RQ circuit to each 104 Hz peak, corresponding to Li+ movement through the SEI.

(C) The resistance values from fitting an RQ circuit to each peak at approximately 102 Hz, corresponding to the charge transfer process at the graphite

surface.

See also Note S2 for peak assignment information.
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The peak near 102 Hz is attributed to the charge transfer resistance of the lithium redox

reaction (i.e., either Li+ insertion or Li plating). The peak at 10�1 Hz contains information

about themass transport of Li+ ions throughout the system. This peakwill be dominated

by thediffusionprocesswith the lowest characteristic time. In a standard cellwith a single

Celgard separator, this is typically the solid-state diffusion of Li in the graphite,18 but

given the number of separators used for this three-electrode cell, the bulk electrolyte

diffusion is a non-negligible contributor to the mass transport impedance. Although

the presence of electrochemically active metallic Li could affect diffusive processes

throughout the cell, the peak at 10�1 Hz does not show a discernible trend uponplating.

This varies with SOCs, because the method of solving the DRT used herein cannot

adequately resolve diffusive and capacitive processes. This information can be more

accurately captured using the distribution function of differential capacity,23 although

this is not necessary for this analysis, given that Li plating clearly affects the higher fre-

quency interfacial processes. The reasoning for this process assignment is explained in

greater detail in Note S2.

By examining the spectra in Figure 2A, we see that the SEI and charge transfer pro-

cesses are approximately constant until full lithiation of the graphite (i.e., 100%

SOC). However, upon over-lithiation of the graphite, there is a clear depression in

the peak height of both processes. For quantitative comparison, each peak is fit

with an RQ circuit to precisely extract the resistances and capacitances of each pro-

cess. The fitting process is explained in more detail in Figure S4. The resistance

values from these fits are shown in Figures 2B and 2C. These data confirm that the

resistances of both SEI transport and the charge transfer process are approximately

constant prior to over-lithiation. Upon over-lithiation (120% SOC), the resistance of

the SEI (Figure 2B) stays constant. This suggests that low-rate Li plating above 100%

SOC occurs at the graphite/SEI interface, rather than the SEI/separator interface,

and additional SEI species are not formed (i.e., the SEI thickness does not change).

The charge transfer resistance (Figure 2C), however, decreases upon over-lithiation

of the graphite. This is reasonable, given that Li stripping and plating likely has

comparatively fast kinetics to the graphite insertion/deinsertion process, as
4 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021



Figure 3. Graphite response during C/5 over-lithiation

DRT spectra analyzed at different SOCs from galvanostatic impedance measurements of graphite

over-lithiated at a C/5 charge rate with an AC amplitude equal to 50% of that rate.
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discussed by Chen et al.,14 who studied the DRT response of over-lithiated full cells

and also see a charge transfer resistance decrease upon over-lithiation.

Given the data in Figure 2, it is clear that there is an impedance response to Li plating

at frequencies above 10 Hz. Therefore, we reduce the frequency range of subse-

quent EIS measurements, from 100 kHz–50 mHz to 100 kHz–50 Hz, to significantly

reduce the measurement time for each EIS scan (from 1.5 min/scan to �6 s/scan,

respectively). This enables the collection of quality impedance data, as confirmed

by Kramers-Kronig (KK) analysis (see Figure S1 and supplemental experimental pro-

cedures), during high-rate charging.

Figure 3 shows a similar charge transfer resistance drop during galvanostatic (active

lithiation) impedance analysis, in which intentional over-lithiation is again performed

(C/5 DC current, amplitude 50% of DC). These data qualitatively have a higher level

of noise, because graphite has very stable potential plateaus during phase transfor-

mations.24 This means that the applied alternating current at a low rate of DC charge

will lead to a small potential response, effectively creating a lower signal-to-noise ra-

tio than the alternating potential applied for the experiment above (see Figure S2

and Note S1). However, the same general trend is observed, and importantly,

Figure 3 indicates that impedance data can be reliably gathered during charge.

For the purposes of Li plating detection during XFC, however, it is crucial to extract

quantitative resistance values from the DRT analysis for data obtained at higher

rates. Figure 4 presents the resistance extracted at the charge transfer peak and

the SEI peak normalized to their values immediately upon applying a charging cur-

rent for three different charging current rates. Figure 4 demonstrates that we can,

indeed, quantify the operando resistance changes of the graphite for rates at least

up to 6C. The higher rate impedance data have notably different behavior from

that of the C/5 charging data. C/5 charging shows relatively constant SEI and charge

transfer impedance up to 100% SOC, followed by a charge transfer impedance

decrease upon plating due to over-lithiation above 100% nominal SOC (Figure 2).

However, Figure 4 clearly shows an increase in the impedance of both the charge

transfer process and the SEI at a SOC well below 100%. This relative change from

the initial resistance values is clearly observed for both the 4C and 6C rates, though
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021 5



Figure 4. Graphite resistances extracted during different rates of fast charging

(A) Fitted graphite SEI resistances from single charges at 2C, 4C, and 6C.

(B) Fitted graphite charge transfer resistances from single charges at 2C, 4C, and 6C. All values are

normalized to the resistance values fitted at 0% SOC, which are denoted as RSEI0 and RCT0.
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the former has lower relative increases in each case. Comparing the SEI and charge

transfer resistance increases at the different rates, there is a slightly earlier SOC

onset for the SEI impedance rise with increasing rate. Furthermore, although a rise

in the SEI resistance is easily observed in the 4C charge, changes to the 4C charge

transfer resistance are slightly less clear, although also increasing throughout the

charge.

To further explore this impedance response during XFC, different cells were cycled

multiple times at 4C to different SOCs. 4C was chosen for this study because it pro-

vides a larger SOC window before plating compared to the early SOC plating ex-

pected for 6C. Figure 5 details the results of collecting impedance during the charge

steps of cycled LiNi0.5Mn0.3Co0.2O2 (NMC532)/Gr/AuLi three-electrode cells. The

cells are charged at 4C to 10% SOC, allowed to relax for 30min, and then discharged

at a rate of C/2. This cycling (with charge to 10% SOC) is repeated two additional

times. This same procedure is then repeated for three cycles to 20% SOC (with

similar relaxation time and C/2 discharge), then 30% SOC, and finally 40% SOC.

Figure 5 presents the fitted impedance values during one of the three cycles to 20%,

30%, and 40% SOC. Figure 5A indicates that a significant SEI impedance rise ap-

pears to commence around 15%–20% SOC. If this impedance response indicates

Li plating, this is presumably the SOC where the onset of Li plating occurs. There

is also a very slight increase in RSEI from 0% to 15%, which could be due to small

amounts of Li plating and/or SEI formation from electrolyte reduction during the

fast-charging process.

Figure 5B indicates that the charge transfer resistance also increases with increasing

SOC, with a consistent cycle-to-cycle onset of the increase at approximately 5%

SOC. This is notably earlier than the 20% SOC onset of the SEI impedance rise

seen in Figure 5A. The charge transfer resistance is a function of many variables,
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021



Figure 5. Graphite resistances during 4C charging to different SOCs

Fitted RSEI (A) and RCT (B) for graphite charged for the third of three charges at 4C to 20%, 30%, and

40% SOC, respectively, and discharged at C/2.
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including the surface concentration of the reactant species, i.e., Li+ at the graphite

surface.25 Li+ concentration gradients will build over time as the battery is charged

at high rates,26 so an increase in the charge transfer resistance is not unexpected nor

does it necessarily indicate that Li plating has occurred. The charge transfer resis-

tance increase consistently occurs before the SEI resistance increase, so we cannot

rule out the possibility that it could provide either a more sensitive Li plating detec-

tion signal than the SEI resistance or a method to predict when Li plating will occur.

To determine which of these impedance responses, if either, is related to Li plating,

additional cross-validation experiments were performed.

To better understand the physical origin of the impedance behavior observed and to

link it to Li plating, we employ the acid titration technique outlined by McShane

et al.,8 which is detailed in the Experimental Procedures section. Graphite elec-

trodes were cycled following the same procedure described for Figure 5. After the

final cycle, the graphite was deep discharged to 1.5 V versus Li/ Li+ and then ex-

tracted, rinsed with dimethyl carbonate (DMC), and titrated using mass spectrom-

etry titrations (MSTs). This technique has been previously developed in our lab to

quantify surface species on Li-ion battery cathodes, as well as to detect the presence

of ‘‘inactive Li’’ in graphite electrodes. It takes advantage of the reaction of lithium

metal with water to form hydrogen gas that can be precisely measured by a mass

spectrometer, with a resolution down to �10 nmol (�0.3 mAh) inactive Li. Although

this technique cannot distinguish between lithiated graphite and electronically iso-

lated, plated Li metal, it still provides a very sensitive way tomeasure Li inventory lost

due to XFC.8

The results of the titration data for this work are shown in Figure 6. In the cases of 0%

SOC (i.e., formation cycling and deep discharge only), we do not expect any Li

plating. The inactive Li measured here can simply be attributed to some electroni-

cally inaccessible lithiated graphite that forms during formation cycling. As shown
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021 7



Figure 6. Inactive Li from MST of graphite after charging

(A) Measured inactive Li from MST of extracted and rinsed graphite electrodes post-cycling at a

charge rate of 4C and deep discharge rate of C/2 to a graphite potential of 1.5 V versus Li/Li+. The

blue triangles are the results of electrodes cycled three times to the indicated SOC. The green

crosses represent cells following the same cycling procedure, except only one charge at the final

denoted % SOC. The red stars represent the inactive Li on a graphite electrode cycled in a standard

two-electrode configuration of a NMC532/Gr. The yellow squares are the results of electrodes

cycled six times to 20% SOC. 0% SOC denotes a graphite electrode that was only formed (see Cell

assembly in Experimental procedures section), but not fast charged.

(B) Expanded view of data from (A) in the dotted box. The error bars are experimental error

determined to be 10% of the measured value.
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in Figure 5A, cycling to 20% SOC three times shows only a minor increase in the SEI

resistance, although the charge transfer resistance has increased �25% over its min-

imum value (Figure 5B). The titration results for two graphite electrodes charged un-

der the same conditions indicate, within error, no increase in the inactive Li on the

electrode surface relative to the 0% SOC electrode cases. This suggests no Li plating

has occurred for these conditions or any Li plating that did occur was fully stripped

during the deep discharge. This also suggests that, at least for the sensitivity limits

and deep discharge requirements of the titration method, an increase in the charge

transfer resistance is not an indicator of Li plating, whereas a significant increase in

the SEI resistance may still be a viable Li plating indicator. The average value from

these four cells (26 mAh/cm2), the two 0% SOC electrodes and the two 20% SOC

electrodes, represents the baseline of lost Li inventory and is consistent with our

prior studies on similar electrodes.8

After cycling to 30% SOC three times, the impedance analysis shows a noticeable

increase in the SEI resistance as the charge progresses above 20% SOC (Figure 5A),

possibly indicating plating. Indeed, the titrations indicate an average 61 mAh/cm2

rise in the amount of inactive Li above the 0% SOC baseline. Assuming that all of

the additional H2 is from plated Li and Li metal can be stripped with an efficiency

of 70% (all titrations are performed on discharged electrodes),7,8 the lithium titrated

represents 2.7% of the graphite’s capacity. However, we must account for the fact

that these are measurements for the total amount of Li plated during three cycles

of XFC. The per cycle amount of Li plating is much lower. And indeed, titrating

graphite electrodes with the same three cycles to 10% and 20% but only a single

4C charge to 30% SOC shows a much lower amount of inactive Li: average

14 mAh/cm2 above baseline, 0.6% graphite capacity (denoted as the green crosses

in Figure 6). When combined, these results suggest that measuring the SEI resis-

tance during fast charging is a reliable and sensitive indicator of Li plating.

As noted previously, for cells cycled three times to 20% SOC, there is a small increase

in the SEI impedance compared to the initial SEI impedance, as seen in Figure 5A.
8 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021



Figure 7. Possible mechanisms for the origin of the SEI impedance rise seen during XFC

(A) Li metal could react with the electrolyte to form additional SEI.

(B) Li metal deposits could protrude into the SEI, causing partial delamination of the SEI/increased

contact resistance between the SEI and the graphite.

(C) Li metal deposits may obstruct Li+ movement through the SEI.
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However, titrations of electrodes cycled three times to 20% SOC show inactive Li

amounts that are within error of the formation cycling baseline. Noting that the small

SEI impedance rise indicates that some Li plating may be observed at 20% SOC, we

revisit MST, but on a graphite electrode that was cycled 6 times to 20% SOC (yellow

squares in Figure 6) instead of only 3 times. Although the average value of the inac-

tive Li present on these electrodes is above the 0% SOC baseline (9 mAh/cm2 or 0.4%

graphite capacity), it falls within the experimental error of the baseline values.

Although additional trials could further elucidate this difference from baseline, the

MST data here confirm that an onset of an increase in the graphite SEI resistance dur-

ing fast charging is correlated with an onset of Li metal plating on the graphite sur-

face, with a Li plating resolution of <0.6% graphite capacity. Given that it is also likely

that not all of the additional inactive Li is from plated Li and that the 70% stripping

efficiency could be a low estimate,7 the sensitivity of SEI impedance rise to Li plating

is likely even better than the 0.6% value reported here. However, because of the size

of the electrodes used, lower plating percentages would be statistically the same as

the baseline inactive Li, given the error in the titration technique. Titrations of larger

format cells could be performed to more accurately determine the Li plating detec-

tion limit of the impedance analysis as a percentage of the total graphite capacity.

The impedance data were also compared to differential voltage relaxation analysis,

or dOCV (Figure S6; Note S3). For the experimental conditions used here, dOCV

does not indicate plating for any of the 20% or 30% cycles, only the 40% cycles.

This is likely because the sensitivity of the impedance analysis to Li plating (<0.6%

of graphite capacity) is higher than the reported sensitivity of dOCV analysis (1%

of graphite capacity).7
Physical origin of impedance signal

The correlated onset of increased inactive Li measured via MST and the SEI imped-

ance increase strongly suggests that these phenomena are related. However, that

information alone is not sufficient to fully explain the physical origin of the imped-

ance rise. Figure 7 helps visualize some possible explanations for the observed in-

crease in SEI impedance signal. An increase in the SEI resistance could simply be

due to Li metal breaking the SEI and forming additional species via reaction with

the electrolyte (Figure 7A). It is also possible that the presence of metallic Li on

the surface of graphite at one location leads to partial delamination and/or an

increased transport resistance at the SEI/graphite interface (Figure 7B). It is also
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021 9



Figure 8. Quantifying carbonate-like species on graphite after fast charging

Measured CO2 from MST of extracted and rinsed graphite electrodes post-cycling at a charge rate

of 4C and deep discharge rate of C/2 to a graphite potential of 1.5 V versus Li/Li+. The blue triangles

are the results of electrodes cycled three times to the indicated SOC. The green crosses were

cycled only once to the SOC. The red stars represent graphite electrodes cycled in a standard two-

electrode full cell configuration. The yellow squares are the results of electrodes cycled six times to

20% SOC. The error bars are experimental errors determined to be 10% of the measured value.
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possible that Li metal deposits protruding into the SEI simply create a longer trans-

port length for a Li+ to reach the graphite surface, effectively creating a more resis-

tive SEI (Figure 7C).

MST also provides valuable information for measuring the formation of carbonate-

like SEI species on the surface.8 During the same MST experiments detailed in Fig-

ure 6, CO2 evolution was also monitored. The reaction of SEI carbonates with acid to

form CO2 allows us to precisely measure how the amount of these species change

with cycling. The results of this set of MST analyses are shown in Figure 8.

The amount of CO2 titrated from the electrodes is approximately the same across all

cycling conditions. This suggests that there is likely very little additional SEI formed dur-

ing these XFC experiments. This is consistent with the results fromMcShane et al.,8 who

found that additional SEI only began forming after several XFC cycles and with substan-

tially larger amounts of Li plated. This implies that the initial (and a small amount of) Li

plating does not form above the initial graphite SEI nor does it break through the SEI.

This is further supported if we look more closely at the low SOC impedance region in

Figure 5A. We see there is no discernible difference in the SEI impedance from cycle

to cycle. This further suggests no new SEI is formed, rather the observed impedance

behavior is a reversible process, within the sensitivity limits of the impedance measure-

ments. This supports some variation of the hypotheses presented in Figures 7B and 7C.

The high reversibility of the impedance increase, the relative magnitude of the rise in

the RSEI (�100% increase for 30% SOC cycling), and the high determined sensitivity

of the technique support the hypothesis that a relatively small amount of Li is having

a disproportionate effect on transport through the SEI. Namely, Li plating at one

location on the SEI could increase strain laterally outward such that Li+ transport

to the graphite surface and/or transfer across the SEI/graphite interface is substan-

tially hindered, as is illustrated in Figure 7B. Given that the OCV period would allow

this strained region to relax and some metallic Li chemically inserts into the graphite
10 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021
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during the OCV, this hypothesis also reasonably explains the high level of revers-

ibility. Additional experiments, such as cryo-transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) imaging of Li metal deposits,27 and possible simulations would need to be

performed to more rigorously determine to what extent each of these phenomena

explain the experimentally observed RSEI increase during XFC. This behavior may

also change with more cycles of 4C charging, i.e., aging of the cell may lead to

less reversibility in the impedance increase from cycle to cycle.

Hahn et al.22 suggest that plated Li deposits block Li+ intercalation pathways into the

graphite and decrease cell porosity, measured by an increase in the ionic pore resis-

tance. With Li+ transport lengths effectively increased, this in turn leads to an in-

crease in both the charge transfer and the SEI resistances. For our system, Li plating

is occurring at low SOC, before significant particle volume changes would occur, and

assuming 70% stripping efficiency of the plated Li, the amounts of Li plated here are

also quite small relative to the total pore volume (<0.1% of total electrode pore vol-

ume). Under different conditions, as with different electrolytes or for low tempera-

ture charging,14,15,21 where plating morphology may change, the ionic resistance

change in the pores may become an important factor. However, given this informa-

tion, we do not believe pore blocking or particle volume increases are the direct

cause of the observed behavior.

Applying operando impedance analysis to two-electrode full cells

Given the technical challenges posed by implementing reference electrodes in EV

battery packs, it is highly preferred for any electrochemical Li plating detection

method to perform well in standard two-electrode configurations. To evaluate the

feasibility of applying our EIS techniques to two-electrode configurations, we must

first examine the impedance response of the NMC532 cathode during XFC.

Figure 9A shows the high-frequency impedance response (100 kHz–1 kHz) of NMC532

during 4CXFC to 40%. This signal is related to cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI) resis-

tance, as well as interparticle resistance in the composite electrode.28 This process over-

laps with the graphite SEI response, and as is clear when comparing to Figure 9B, it is

larger than the graphite impedance. Additional details about the NMC532 impedance

are discussed in Note S2 and Figure S5. However, it is also clear that the NMC532

impedance monotonically decreases with increasing SOC, and the graphite SEI

response is fairly constant until it reaches some SOC where it begins increasing, i.e.,

the onset of plating around 15%–20% SOC. For a two-electrode system, one would

be measuring the sum of these responses, simply referred to as the high-frequency ‘‘Hi-

Freq’’ resistance in Figure 9. If no plating occurs, the graphite SEI response will remain

constant and the full cell will simply reflect themonotonic decrease in theNMChigh-fre-

quency process, as is seen in Figure 9D. However, if plating does occur at some SOC,

the graphite SEI resistance increase will offset the decreasing NMC impedance. And

indeed, Figure 9C clearly shows this behavior starting around 15%–20% SOC. Despite

charging at the same rate, Figure 9Ddoes not indicate plating, whereas Figure 9Cdoes.

This is not unexpected, because the former cell configuration had twice the number of

separators and thus twice the bulk resistance of the latter cell configuration. After the

data collection shown in Figure 9, MST was performed on the extracted graphite elec-

trode to confirm that Li plating did in fact occur (Figure 6; ‘‘2 electrode’’ measurement).

Repeat experiments were performed wherein the electrodes were first cycled 3 times to

10%SOCand then 3 times to 20%SOC, as opposed to 3 cycles each to 10%, 20%, 30%,

and 40% SOC, to get results closer to the onset predicted by impedance analysis. For

these cells, the inactive Li on the graphite surface was indeed above the 0% SOC base-

line: 13 mAh/cm2 or 0.6% graphite capacity. This is the same graphite capacity
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021 11



Figure 9. Comparing graphite and NMC532 high-frequency impedance during fast charging to

full cell impedance

(A) The high-frequency resistance related to CEI and/or interparticle resistance on NMC532 during

a 4C charge.

(B) This signal occurs in the same frequency regime (�104 Hz) as graphite SEI resistance during a 4C

charge. The data for (A) and (B) were collected in a Gr/NMC532/AuLi three-electrode cell.

(C) The sum of these two impedance processes—‘‘RHiFreq’’—is measured in an NMC532/Gr two-

electrode cell during a 4C charge where plating occurs. This cell has the same number of separators

as the three-electrode cell, two quartz fibers, and two Celgard 2500 separators.

(D) The same impedance frequency region as (C) but for a cell wherein impedance does not indicate

Li plating. This cell has only one quartz fiber and one Celgard 2500 separator. The SOC for all of

these is with respect to the capacity-limiting electrode, the NMC532.

See also Figure S5.
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sensitivity, within rounding error, as we report for the 4C charging and plating experi-

ments in the three-electrode cell configuration. This demonstrates that, even though

the full cell impedance response is dominated by the NMC positive electrode’s imped-

ance, it is not necessary to resolve the graphite impedance to accurately detect Li

plating during fast charging. Although additional work should be done to optimize

this method for different cell types and electrode compositions, this clearly shows a

proof of concept for operando impedance as a Li plating detection technique, with

the onset of constant impedance as the marker for Li plating, in commercially relevant

two-electrode, full-cell configurations.

This work demonstrates a potential operando electrochemical technique for the

detection of Li plating. By taking impedance data while charging the battery, we

can detect changes in the graphite SEI and charge transfer resistance. We have

demonstrated that an increase in the SEI resistance appears to be particularly diag-

nostic for the onset of Li plating. This was confirmed using mass spectrometry titra-

tions to quantify inactive Li after XFC and correlating it with the impedance

response. This can be carried out at high rates (up to 6C and possibly higher) and

is a non-destructive technique. Furthermore, it has a high Li plating detection reso-

lution of <0.6% of graphite capacity. We have also demonstrated that this technique

is applicable for commercially relevant two-electrode, full-cell configurations.

We have also outlined possible physical explanations for the observed impedance

signals, supported by the titration results, as well as cycle-to-cycle impedance

changes. Namely, we see a negligible change in the amount of CO2 upon titration,

no increase in the SEI baseline resistance with cycling, and a high reversibility in the

impedance rise. Together, these results suggest the operando signal is possibly due

to Li deposits significantly obstructing Li movement through the SEI and hindering

transfer from the SEI to the graphite.
12 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021
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The primary limitation of this technique is that it requires one to charge the battery

using AC impedance. Given the cost of impedance-capable potentiostat units, this

likely prevents the widespread adoption of this technique for use in commercial

charging stations for the time being. However, it could still prove invaluable for

the battery research community.

Future work will entail further optimization and characterization of the limitations of this

technique. This will namely involve determining the rate and cell age limits of the tech-

nique. There will be some maximum rate at which linear impedance can no longer be

taken. There may also be some cell age at which other impedances dominate the signal

andmake the Li platingonset unresolvable, perhapsdue to increasedSEI resistanceover

the cycle life of the battery. We will also apply this technique to scaled-up systems, such

as single- and multi-layer pouch cells to further demonstrate commercial applicability.

We also intend to apply this technique to low-temperature battery operations, where

Li plating is known to severely limit battery performance, even at much lower rates

than XFC.14,15,19,21,29

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the lead contact, Bryan D. McCloskey (bmcclosk@berkeley.edu).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the lead contact

upon reasonable request. This includes raw data from electrochemical tests and

MSTs, as well as the post-processing Python scripts that were developed in house

for DRT and dOCV analyses. The code for KK testing and other impedance analysis

is publicly available on GitHub: https://github.com/kbknudsen/PyEIS.30

Electrodes for Li plating detection

Electrochemical tests for Li plating detection were performed using a graphite

anode and a LiNi0.5Mn0.3Co0.2O2 (NMC532) cathode. The anode contained 91.8

wt % graphite (CGP-A12; Philips 66), 2 wt % of carbon black (C45; Timcal), 0.2 wt

% oxalic acid, and 6 wt % poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PVDF) binder (KF-9300; Kur-

eha). The cathode contained 90 wt % NMC532 (Toda) and 5 wt % of both carbon

black (C45; Timcal) and PVDF (Solvay 5130). Slurries were coated on battery-grade

copper and aluminum foils, respectively. The electrodes were calendared after dry-

ing, resulting in a thickness of 44 mm (37.4% porosity) for the anode and 71 mm

(35.4% porosity) for the cathode; the areal active material loadings were 6.38 and

18.63 mg/cm2, respectively. The electrodes were provided by the Argonne National

Laboratory’s Cell Analysis, Modeling, and Prototyping (CAMP) Facility.

Cell assembly

All three-electrode experiments were run in a custom-built cell, based on the design

of Solchenbach et al.31 (see also Figure S3 and supplemental experimental proced-

ures). Each cell was assembled in an Ar glovebox with two quartz fiber separators

(QMA;Whatman) and two polypropylene separators (Celgard 2500). The electrolyte

for all tests is 1.2 M lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) (Sigma-Aldrich) in a mixture

of ethylene carbonate and ethyl methyl carbonate (EC:EMC) (BASF) in a 3:7 wt ratio.
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A 12-mm graphite anode and 11-mm cathode are used for the working and counter

electrodes. A 125-mm diameter Au wire insulated with PTFE (Goodfellow) is the

reference electrode. 1 mAh of Li is alloyed with the tip of the Au wire to create a

Li/Li+ reference potential (�310 mV versus Li/Li+) that we find is stable (G5 mV)

over the duration of our experiments. All two-electrode experiments were run in

Swagelok-type cells using the same diameter electrodes and electrolyte as the

three-electrode experiments. For all Li plating detection experiments, 3 formation

cycles were performed with C/10 (10-h) charge and C/5 (5-h) discharge and 1.5 V

to 10 mV versus Li/Li+ cutoffs for the graphite electrode. Each fast-charging step

is followed by a 30-min relaxation period to collect open-circuit voltage data for dif-

ferential voltage relaxation analysis (see Figure S6 and Note S3).

Impedance measurements and DRT

All experimental data were gathered using a Bio-Logic VSP series potentiostat and

at ambient temperature (21�C–24�C). The quality of impedance data was evaluated

using KK analysis.32,33 KK testing and DRT analysis of the data were performed using

the PyEIS software, developed by Knudsen.30 Additional information regarding the

KK testing is located in Figure S1 and the supplemental experimental procedures.

For potentiostatic impedance measurements, the cells are charged to a certain SOC

and allowed to rest for 30 min. After this rest period, an AC voltage perturbation of

5 mV is applied around the DC voltage measured at OCV. For these impedance

measurements, the frequency range is 100 kHz to 100 mHz with 5 points per fre-

quency decade and 2 measures per frequency.

For galvanostatic impedance measurements, a DC current is applied for a given

C-rate with an overlying AC current with an amplitude equal to 15% of the DC cur-

rent, except for the C/5 experiments where an AC amplitude equal to 50% of the

DC current is required (see Supplemental experimental procedures for more de-

tails). The frequency range is 100 kHz to 50 Hz with 4 points collected per frequency

decade and 2 measures per frequency. This leads to a per-scan time of approxi-

mately 6 s. Even for large DC currents (e.g., 6C), the short scan time allows for the

linear and time invariant approximations to hold, as confirmed by KK analysis.

There are numerous methods for solving the DRT, but this study uses the DRT solu-

tion outlined by Ivers- Tiffée.34 This solution, relevant analysis parameters, and the

theoretical basis of the DRT are further outlined in Note S2 and Figure S4.

The peaks in the DRT are fitted with RQ circuit elements to extract the resistance and

capacitance of the observed processes. This fitting necessarily ignores complexities

of other circuit models, namely porous electrode effects that are better captured with

transmission line models.18,22 However, it is sufficient here to show the impedance ef-

fects of Li plating and fast charging. This is discussed further in Note S2 and Figure S4.

Mass spectrometry titrations

After a given fast-charging procedure, graphite electrodes are discharged to 1.5 V

versus Li/Li+ in 3 electrode cells, whereas two-electrode full cells are discharged

to a full cell potential of 0 V. Graphite electrodes are then extracted inside a glove-

box and rinsed three times for 1 min each time with 300 mL of DMC (BASF). The elec-

trodes were then dried under active vacuum for 10 min.

All titrations were performed using the technique and equipment described by

McShane et al.8 In short, after the extraction and rinsing procedure, the electrodes
14 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100589, October 20, 2021
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are placed inside an air-tight vessel that has capillaries. This vessel is then attached to a

mass spectrometer via the capillaries. After obtaining baseline values of the desired

mass fragments, sulfuric acid (2 mL, 3.5 M; BASF) is injected into the vessel. The acid re-

acts with the surface species, namely inactive Li species and carbonate-containing SEI

species, to form hydrogen and carbon dioxide gases, respectively. These gases are

fed to the mass spectrometer to obtain ion current counts of each species. These values

are quantified using gas concentration calibration curves.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xcrp.

2021.100589.
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